“Protecting Your Investment”
Storage Covers & Installation Services,
Patented CoverGuard® Internal Strapping System
and more!
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Patented Internal Strapping System
Our unique CoverGuard® Strapping System is encapsulated
within our covers. Compared to external web nets, our CoverGuard®
Internal Strapping System saves both time and money by reducing
installation time at a fraction of the cost. CoverGuard® is available in
12 ft. and 24 ft. spacing options.
• For bunker piles, the CoverGuard® system secures to wall
ratchets allowing the cover to be secured during the storage
and reclaiming processes, providing added protection of your
investment.
• Our system helps manage aeration cost, by reducing the reliance
on aerations fans to secure the cover.
• CoverGuard® also provides additional protection of your
investment, should you experience a power outage or in times of
high winds.
• Reusability - After reclaiming your commodity, simply remove the
straps from their protective pockets and return to JMI to receive up
to a 50% discount on the strapping system the following year.
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Standard Cover with CoverGuard® Strapping System
CoverGuard® Wall Attachment Points

EZ-Ploy® Hand Straps

CoverGuard® Strapping Attachment Points
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HLT® Cover Section Connection Seams

Custom sizes and piece counts available upon request.

Bunker Style with CoverGuard® Strapping System
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CoverGuard®
Wall Attachment
Points

AeraShield® Aeration Filtration Socks

JMI offers aeration screens that prevent grain from entering the aeration
pipe without restricting airflow through the perforations. Our durable
polypropylene material can be ordered by mill roll, or pre-made to fit your
specific requirements.
• 9 ft. & 12 ft. stock mill rolls are available in lengths of 300’ (min.) up to 1500’
• Pre-made socks can be manufactured to any length and diameter you
require.
• Our pre-made socks are manufactured slightly larger than the actual duct
diameter as to allow for easy application. Simply slide your sock over and
you are done.

HLT® Connection Seams
• Tired of Sewing? HLT® Connection Seams are extremely strong are easily
assembled on site without the use of sewing machines.
• HLT® Connection Seams have webbing reinforced and grommet edges,
which are secured together with the use of heavy duty zip ties.
• Hook & loop secondary rain flaps provide additional moisture protection and
are color coded to insure proper cover placement.

VeraVent® Air Intake Vents
Maintaining the product quality within a grain pile is not always an easy
task. What happens if a “HOT SPOT” starts to develop within the pile? Do you
consider picking the pile up sooner than expected or start cutting holes in the
protective cover exposing the product underneath to further damage? How
do you get enough air flow to this problem area?

Answer - VeraVent ®
• This unique and innovative solution from JMI Covers, L.L.C. easily installs in
about 15 minutes.
• A large 7’8” screened opening, VeraVent® delivers a large volume of
concentrated air flow to the required area.
• Simply place VeraVent® over the problem area and secure using the tape
that is provided. Roll back the outer protective flap and expose the air
screen. Roll the air screen back to expose the grain cover, then cut through
the grain cover material and discard. Re-secure the screen to the Velcro®
seal. Immediately begin to start cooling down the problem area.VeraVent®
is designed to prevent moisture from re-entering the vented area.
• Once the product has cooled, simply secure the protective outer flap and
then it’s back to business.
• VeraVent® can be opened at anytime should any additional cooling be
necessary or product samples be required.
• Ideal for center air or conical shaped piles where FM tends to build around
the inner core of the pile, making it sometimes difficult to achieve a good
balanced air flow in these areas.

VeraFlow® Top Pipe Air Intake Pockets
• Another innovation from JMI Covers, VeraFlow® Top Pipe Air Intakes;
designed for customers who use perforated PVC pipes to provide
additional air flow throughout the top of their grain pile.
• VeraFlow® Air Intakes are manufactured with spacing increments of 12 ft.
This system insures consistent spacing across the pile and a more balanced
air flow throughout the grain pile.
• Since VeraFlow® is built into our covers, it eliminates the need for
placement of the pipe prior to covering. Once the cover has been installed
and secured, simply open the VeraFlow® hook and loop pockets and
place the intake pipe and secure.
• VeraFlow® eliminates the difficulty of deploying the cover over preplaced
pipes and keeps top pipe spacing from being misaligned as the cover is
pulled across them.
• The larger air flow mesh, located on the bottom of the pocket, allows for
an increase of air flow to be pulled into the pile vs. current pipe placement
methods. The hook & loop pocket closure provides a strong and moisture
resistant seal.
• We also offer plastic pipe both solid and perforated in various sizes to
accommodate your temporary storage needs.

Cover Cable Lift Systems
• Helps keep the cover in place during
filling. Eliminates “twisting in the wind”
during the filling process.
• Allows for better flow of the grain
underneath the cover.
• Reduces the chance of that dreaded
“belly rollover” trapping the cover
underneath the grain.

TSV™ Tower Skirts
• Made from heavy duty 22oz. PVC vinyl
• Designed to fit a range of fill systems
including center air to custom tower
structures.
• Redesigned corner caps helps minimize
grain fallout at this point.
• Tower skirts are reinforced at the bottom
for extended durability.
• Connection grommets are keyed for
consistent spacing.

EZ-Ploy® Hand Straps
• Designed to aid in the deployment of the
cover while helping reduce the wear & tear
on your hands.
• The EZ-Ploy® straps are installed along the
connection seams on 12 ft. OC spacing.
• EZ-Ploy® straps are standard on JMI covers
with the purchase of our HLT® Connection
Seams. EZ-Ploy® is available for customers
who sew their covers together. Say
goodbye to all those “knuckle busters”
during cover deployment.
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Installation Services
With our fully trained installation staff, JMI can provide you with fast
and professional installation of your storage covers. Our experienced staff
has what it takes to complete any cover project you may need. The JMI
staff can assist your location personally, provide repairs to an existing
covered pile or a complete turnkey installation…..we are just one phone
call away.

Temperature Monitoring & Fan Control Systems
• The Extron Ground Pile Monitoring System continuously
monitors conditions in and around your pile to give
you the information you need to help detect spoilage,
understand trends, and confidently manage your grain.
• Log on to your exclusive monitoring site from the
comfort of your office, home, or even the road with your
mobile device to access your data. Custom alerts can
Cell Antenna
be sent via email to operators as desired.
• This feature gives you the ability to take a more of a
proactive approach to what was previously a reactive
situation.

Anemometer
Radin Antenna
Wireless Temp Probe

Fan Control

BunkerGuard® Wall Skirts

Anyone who uses ground storage knows what high winds can do to their
cover. Even running your aeration system at maximum capacity, your covers
can still start to “float” which can cause the potential for damage to the
covers.
Why do covers start to float even with the aeration running? It is not the
wind blowing over the top of the cover as some might think, it is actually the
wind entering through the perforated walls with such strength that it causes the
cover to lose its suction that allows the cover to lift. This is particularly true with
the higher wall systems being used today. Also in areas where the grain has
not reached the top of the wall this leaves a void between the cover and the
grain and can be especially prone to allow air underneath the cover
Another challenge is when the snow slides off the cover it tends to build up
around the outside of the wall. Winds can further move the snow up against
the walls. As the snow melts, the aeration system can draw this moisture into
the pile creating grain spoilage around the outside perimeter of the pile.
BunkerGuard™ Wall Skirts can help eliminate the need to manually
remove snow from these areas and helps minimize perimeter spoilage.

BunkerGuard® Wall Skirts

• Installs easily to the top wall and rolls up when complete air flow is desired
within the pile.
• Manufactured to your specific pile diameter and wall height. Removes
easily and can reused the following season
• Strategically placed mesh screens allow for the aeration system to still
pull in “make up air” as not to starve the aeration system and increasing
energy costs.

GCR®

GRAIN COVER RECYCLING

Give your
Grain Covers
a Second Life

One challenge many of our customers have is how to best dispose
of the storage cover once the grain pile has been reclaimed. Disposing
of grain covers can be expensive, time consuming and nasty. Many
landfills are refusing to accept this type of material and those that do,
charge a hefty price, leaving our customers with limited disposal options.
JMI Covers is proud to announce our new GCR® Recycling Program. This
program gives those once discarded covers a second chance at life.
• Once you are ready to have these covers disposed of, give JMI a call
and we will dispatch our recycling personnel to your location.
• JMI will bundle, secure your covers, and arrange for pick up. Covers
will then be transferred to our recycling center partner for processing.
• Covers are then repurposed into secondary markets.
• Avoid the aggravation of disposal, reduce landfill waste and join JMI in
helping keep Mother Earth GREEN!

About JMI Covers, L.L.C.
JMI Covers, L.L.C. manufactures reliable, cost effective storage covers
for companies who utilize outside storage of their commodities. We provide
our Protective Covers, Installation Services and CoverGuard® Strapping
Systems for tens of millions of bushels each year.
Let our Innovation, Knowledge, and Experience work for you!
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